NaCT/SLC13A5 is a Na⁺-coupled transporter for citrate in hepatocytes, neurons, and testes. It is also called mINDY (mammalian ortholog of ‘I’m Not Dead Yet’ in Drosophila). Deletion of Slc13a5 in mice leads to an advantageous phenotype, protecting against diet-induced obesity, and diabetes. In contrast, loss-of-function mutations in SLC13A5 in humans cause a severe disease, EIEE25/DEE25 (early infantile epileptic encephalopathy-25/developmental epileptic encephalopathy-25). The difference between mice and humans in the consequences of the transporter deficiency is intriguing but probably explainable by the species-specific differences in the functional features of the transporter. Mouse Slc13a5 is a low-capacity transporter, whereas human SLC13A5 is a high-capacity transporter, thus leading to quantitative differences in citrate entry into cells via the transporter. These findings raise doubts as to the utility of mouse models to evaluate NaCT biology in humans. NaCT-mediated citrate entry in the liver impacts fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis, fatty acid oxidation, glycolysis, and gluconeogenesis; in neurons, this process is essential for the synthesis of the neurotransmitters glutamate, GABA, and acetylcholine. Thus, SLC13A5 deficiency protects against obesity and diabetes based on what the transporter does in hepatocytes, but leads to severe brain deficits based on what the transporter does in neurons. These beneficial versus detrimental effects of SLC13A5 deficiency are separable only by the blood-brain barrier. Can we harness the beneficial effects of SLC13A5 deficiency without the detrimental effects? In theory, this should be feasible with selective inhibitors of NaCT, which work only in the liver and do not get across the blood-brain barrier.
often mediate the influx of endogenous and exogenous substrates into cells, and their transport mechanism may or may not involve the participation of a driving force. When it is involved, the driving force is not ATP as in the case of ABC transporters but transmembrane ion gradients (Na⁺ gradient, H⁺ gradient, Cl⁻ gradient, and K⁺ gradient). Some SLC transporters do participate in the efflux of their substrates, most often associated with vectorial transcellular movement across barrier structures (e.g., intestinal barrier, renal tubular barrier, blood–brain barrier, blood–retinal barrier, placental barrier) and facilitated wither by the transmembrane concentration gradient for the substrates or by exchange with another substrate. SLC transporters recognize as their substrates a wide variety of biologically and pharmacologically active compounds, including sugars, amino acids, peptides, vitamins, inorganic ions, nucleosides, and metabolites. Currently, there are more than 400 SLC transporters identified in humans, which are organized into more than 65 gene families [3–5]. For a majority of these transporters, the transportable substrates and the modes of transport have been elucidated. However, there are still a significant number of SLC transporters whose transport function and transportable substrates remain unknown; these transporters are referred to as 'orphan' transporters. Given their role in providing cells with important nutrients and metabolites to feed into multiple biochemical pathways, loss-of-function mutations in many of these transporters have been identified as either the sole cause (single-gene disorders) or modifiers (multifactorial disorders) of disease processes involving almost every tissue in the body.

In recent years, the SLC13 transporter family has received increasing attention because of the involvement of one of its members as the single-gene cause of a severe metabolic disease. The involved transporter, known as SLC13A5, is a Na⁺-coupled citrate transporter (named NaCT based on its transport function), and the associated disease is called early infantile epileptic encephalopathy-25 (EIEE25) or developmental epileptic encephalopathy-25 (DEE25). The members of the SLC13 transport family are found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, including gram-negative bacteria, cyanobacteria, archaea, plant chloroplasts, yeast, and mammals [3]. As the initially identified members of this family are transporters for divalent anions such as sulfate and dicarboxylates and use a transmembrane Na⁺ gradient as the driving force, this family is sometimes referred to as divalent anion sodium symporter (DASS) superfamily [6]. With the discovery of the most recent member of this family, SLC13A5/NaCT, which transports the tricarboxylate anion citrate, the rationality of the name DASS to the family comes into question.

Based on the nature of the substrates, the members of the SLC13 family fall into two categories, one for the inorganic anion sulfate and the other for organic anions (dicarboxylates and tricarboxylates) [7,8]. To date, there are five members in this family: Na⁺-dependent sulfate transporter-1 (NaS1/SLC13A1), Na⁺-dependent sulfate transporter-2 (NaS2/SLC13A4), Na⁺-dependent dicarboxylate transporter-1 (NaC1/NADC1/SDCT1/SLC13A2), Na⁺-dependent dicarboxylate transporter-3 (NaC3/NaDC3/SDCT2/SLC13A3), and Na⁺-dependent citrate transporter (NaC2/NaCT/SLC13A5) (Table 1). A recent report identified another putative transporter as the potential newest member of the SLC13 family [9], but it is not clear whether the transporter, classified as SLC13A6, actually belongs to this family because its amino acid sequence bears very low resemblance to that of the other members of the family. Furthermore, there is no information on the transport function or the substrates of this transporter. Therefore, it remains to be seen if this new transporter protein qualifies to be included as an authentic member of the SLC13 family. It is important to note, however, that SLC13A6 does have significant similarity to the CitMHS (citrate-Mg²⁺:H⁺/citrate-Ca²⁺:H⁺ symporter) family of citrate transporters in bacteria [10], but these prokaryotic transporters do not exhibit any similarity in amino acid sequence with the authenticated members of the SLC13 family either.

Every member of the SLC13 family functions as an electrogenic transporter, meaning that their transport function is associated with membrane depolarization. Since all of them are coupled to Na⁺ symport, the stoichiometry of Na⁺ to the organic anionic substrate is 3 : 1 for sulfate (NaS1 and NaS2) and divalent organic anions such as succinate or monoprotonated citrate (NaDC1 and NaDC3) and 4 : 1 for trivalent citrate (NaCT) [7,8]. This coupling stoichiometry means a net transfer of one positive charge into the cells per transport cycle, thus providing the molecular basis for the electrogenic nature of the transport process. The SLC13 transport proteins consist of 572–627 amino acids with 8–13 transmembrane domains; they also contain several consensus sites for phosphorylation and N-myristoylation. In addition, there is a 17-amino acid consensus sequence motif, known as the ‘sodium:sulfate symporter family signature’, in each of these proteins [11]. In this review, we focus on NaCT/SLC13A5, one particular member of this family, with emphasis on the biological consequences of loss-of-function mutations in the transporter in humans versus mice.
Discovery of INDY as a lifespan-modifying transporter protein in Drosophila

The discovery of NaCT in mammals was directly linked to the identification of a specific transporter as a lifespan modifier in Drosophila [12]. Rogina et al. [12] discovered certain mutant flies which showed significantly extended lifespan, and subsequently identified the gene responsible for this phenomenon. The mutant flies with extended lifespan harbored heterozygous deletion of the gene. Homozygous deletion of the gene did not confer the increase in lifespan; it actually had the opposite effect, decreasing the lifespan to a small, but significant, extent. The amino acid sequence of the protein product of the gene was deduced and was found to bear the structural motifs of a transporter protein (e.g. multiple transmembrane domains). Comparison of its amino acid sequence with the sequences of the transporters in mammals known at the time of this discovery indicated close resemblance to two plasma membrane transporters, namely NaDC1/SLC13A2 and NaDC3/SLC13A3 (Figure 1), which transport several dicarboxylate intermediates of the citric-acid cycle in a Na⁺-coupled manner [7,8]. When the original discovery of this gene in Drosophila was reported, the actual transport function of the protein product was not established [12]. But, based on the structural similarity of this putative transporter protein with NaDC1/SLC13A2 and NaDC3/SLC13A3, the authors postulated that the Drosophila protein was also a transporter for the dicarboxylate intermediates of the citric-acid cycle. It was surmised that as these intermediates are important energy-rich metabolites which can readily enter the citric-acid cycle to generate metabolic energy, partial deficiency of the putative transporter in Drosophila due to heterozygous deletion of the gene would mimic caloric restriction in the organism. It was already known that caloric restriction enhances lifespan in Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans, rodents, and primates [13,14]. Therefore, it made sense that partial deficiency of the putative transporter in Drosophila was associated with the extension of lifespan if it indeed is the transporter for the citric-acid cycle intermediates. It also seemed logical as to why the total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUGO Name</th>
<th>TCDB ID</th>
<th>UniProt ID</th>
<th>Common name(s)</th>
<th>Substrates</th>
<th>Tissue expression</th>
<th>Chromosome location</th>
<th>Disease connection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLC13A1</td>
<td>2.A.47.1.16</td>
<td>Q9BZW2</td>
<td>Na⁺/sulfate cotransporter</td>
<td>Sulfate, Thiocoll, Selenate</td>
<td>Kidney (BBM)</td>
<td>7q31.31</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC13A2</td>
<td>2.A.47.1.17</td>
<td>Q13183</td>
<td>Na⁺/dicarboxylate cotransporter (low affinity)</td>
<td>Succinate, α-Ketoglutarate, Fumarate, Malate, Citrate</td>
<td>Kidney (BBM) Intestine (BBM)</td>
<td>17q11.2</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC13A3</td>
<td>2.A.47.1.15</td>
<td>Q8WWW9</td>
<td>Na⁺/dicarboxylate cotransporter (high-affinity)</td>
<td>Succinate, α-Ketoglutarate, Fumarate, Malate, Citrate</td>
<td>Kidney (BBM) Liver (SM/BLM) Placenta (BBM)</td>
<td>20q13.12</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC13A4</td>
<td>2.A.47.1.14</td>
<td>Q9UKG4</td>
<td>Na⁺/sulfate cotransporter</td>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>Placenta (BBM)</td>
<td>Testis Heart</td>
<td>7q33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC13A5</td>
<td>2.A.47.1.9</td>
<td>Q86YT5</td>
<td>Na⁺/citrate cotransporter</td>
<td>Citrate, Succinate, Pyruvate</td>
<td>Liver (SM/BLM) Brain (neuron) Testis (germ cell)</td>
<td>17p13.1</td>
<td>EIEE25 (DEE25) OMIM # 615905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BBM, lumen-facing brush-border membrane in kidney and intestinal epithelial cells and maternal-facing brush-border membrane in placental trophoblasts; SM/BLM, blood-facing sinusoidal membrane, also called basolateral membrane, in hepatocytes; SLC, solute-linked carrier; NaS, Na⁺/Sulfate cotransporter; NaDC, Na⁺/Dicarboxylate Cotransporter; NaCT, Na⁺-coupled Citrate Transporter; NaC, Na⁺/Carboxylate transporter; EIEE25, Early Infantile Epileptic Encephalopathy-25; DEE25, Developmental Epileptic Encephalopathy; HUGO, Human Genome Organization; TCDB, Transporter Classification Database; UniProt, UniProt database for protein sequences; ID, Identification number. Each of the transporter is identified by its SLC classification according to the Human Genome Organization (e.g. SLC13A1) or by its transporter classification according to the Transporter Classification Database (e.g. 2.A.47.1.16) and the corresponding protein is identified by its amino acid sequence ID according to the UniProt database for protein sequences (e.g. Q9BZW2).
absence of the transporter did not result in lifespan extension; if caloric restriction goes beyond a certain limit, it will have detrimental effects on the organ function and on the organism as a whole. With this rationale, Rogina et al. [12] named this life-extending gene Indy and the protein product INDY (I’m Not Dead Yet).

Establishment of the transport function of Drosophila INDY and its relevance to lifespan

Even though the impact of INDY on lifespan in Drosophila was established unequivocally with strong experimental evidence, the function of the INDY protein as a transporter for citric-acid cycle intermediates was only a speculation, solely based on the amino acid sequence similarity of INDY to the Na⁺-coupled dicarboxylate transporters in mammals [7,8]. By the time INDY was discovered in Drosophila, there were two Na⁺/dicarboxylate cotransporters in mammals, NaDC1 and NaDC3 (Figure 1; Table 1). NaDC1 (SLC13A2) was first cloned from kidney [15] and NaDC3 (SLC13A3) was first cloned from placenta [16]. NaDC1 is primarily expressed in the lumen-facing brush-border membrane of the renal and intestinal absorptive epithelial cells, whereas NaDC3 is expressed in the basolateral membrane of renal epithelial cells, sinusoidal (basolateral) membrane of hepatocytes, the maternal-facing brush-border membrane of placental trophoblast cells, and astrocytes in the brain. Both transporters exhibit similar substrate selectivity, favoring dicarboxylates. The major difference in the transport function between the two transporters is in substrate affinity; NaDC1 is a low-affinity transporter while NaDC3 is a high-affinity transporter. If Drosophila INDY is indeed a dicarboxylate transporter, does it resemble NaDC1 or NaDC3 in transport function? Drosophila INDY is expressed in fat body, oenocytes, and certain specific cell types in the midgut, all of which are capable of metabolic processing of nutrients in terms of energy production or storage of excess calories [12]. Based on this tissue distribution and biological function relevant to caloric restriction, we first thought that Drosophila INDY might be equivalent to mammalian NaDC3. To test this idea, we cloned Drosophila INDY and studied its transport function using succinate as a substrate [17]. These studies did show that INDY was indeed a transporter for this dicarboxylate. However, when the transport function was analyzed in detail, it became obvious that the transport features and substrate specificity were not similar to those of either NaDC3 or NaDC1. INDY turned out to be a transporter with a preference for the tricarboxylate citrate than for dicarboxylates [17]. Furthermore, it worked as an exchanger and its transport function was not dependent on Na⁺. These findings were confirmed and corroborated independently by the investigators who first identified INDY in Drosophila [18,19]. Based on these data, neither NaDC1 nor NaDC3 seemed the likely candidate to represent the mammalian counterpart of Drosophila INDY.

Now that the transport function of INDY has been established as a transporter for citric-acid cycle intermediates, it becomes easier to explain the relationship between INDY and lifespan [20,21]. The substrates for INDY include almost all intermediates in the citric-acid cycle, namely citrate, α-ketoglutarate, succinate, fumarate, and malate. Pyruvate, though not a dicarboxylate, appears to be a substrate while the other biologically important monocarboxylates, lactate, and β-hydroxybutyrate, are not. Based on the caloric values of these intermediates and their concentrations in the circulation, the amount of energy that is available in blood from these
compounds can be estimated (Table 2). Among the substrates of INDY, citrate is present at the highest levels (150–200 μM). The hemolymph, the plasma counterpart in Drosophila, contains similar levels of citrate (101 ± 54 μM) [22]. The normal physiologic function of INDY might be to provide these calorie-rich metabolites to metabolically active oenocytes and cells of the fat body and midgut. Therefore, partial deficiency of INDY as expected in Drosophila with heterozygous deletion of Indy might mimic a biologic condition similar to that caloric restriction. One of the mechanisms by which high caloric intake elicits detrimental effects on the organism is by maintaining the mitochondrial electron transport chain activity at high levels. Even though ATP generation from this fundamental biologic process is obligatory for the organismal survival, which involves the complete transfer of four electrons to molecular oxygen thus producing water, the same process also generates proportionately high levels of reactive oxygen species (superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radical) as the accidental byproducts of incomplete electron transfer to molecular oxygen: \( O_2 + 1e^{–} \rightarrow O_2^{\cdot}\) (superoxide); \( O_2^{\cdot} + 2e^{–} \rightarrow O_2^{2\cdot}\) (peroxide); \( O_2^{\cdot} + 3e^{–} \rightarrow O_2^{\cdot}\) (oxide) + O\(^{\cdot}\) (hydroxyl radical in the presence of H\(^{+}\)) [23,24]. These oxygen species are highly reactive, capable of oxidizing and damaging a variety of macromolecules (proteins, nucleic acids, lipids), compromising their normal function. Cumulative accumulation of such damages enhances the aging process and decreases lifespan. As such, heterozygous deletion of Indy, which causes a partial deficiency of INDY, reduces the entry of the citric-acid cycle intermediates into cells, consequently suppressing the mitochondrial electron transport chain and hence the generation of the reactive oxygen species. This represents at least one of the molecular mechanisms by which partial deficiency of INDY could increase the lifespan in an organism.

Discovery of NaCT/SLC13A5 as the mammalian ortholog of INDY (mINDY)

The establishment of Drosophila INDY as a Na\(^{+}\)-independent transporter for citric-acid cycle intermediates functioning as an exchanger rather than as a symporter with Na\(^{+}\) or a uniporter revealed that neither NaDC1/SLC13A2 nor NaDC3/SLC13A3 could be the mammalian ortholog of Drosophila INDY. This was

### Table 2. Citric-acid cycle intermediates and related metabolites in plasma: concentration and energy content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolite</th>
<th>Concentration (μM)</th>
<th>Energy content (Calories)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tricarboxylates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrate</td>
<td>150–200</td>
<td>225–300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isocitrate</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicarboxylates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succinate</td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>70–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malate</td>
<td>35–100</td>
<td>35–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Ketoglutarate</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>10–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumarate</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxaloacetate</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocarboxylates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate</td>
<td>500–2000</td>
<td>480–1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyruvate</td>
<td>80–160</td>
<td>75–150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Hydroxybutyrate</td>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>55–110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Energy content was calculated from the plasma concentrations of these metabolites, assuming a plasma volume of 3 l in humans. The caloric value for organic acids is in the range of 2.5–3.5 Calories/g. The caloric value used for lactate, pyruvate, and β-hydroxybutyrate was 3.5; for the remaining metabolites, a value of 2.5 was used (https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/80400525/Data/Classics/ah74.pdf). The energy contents for the metabolites whose plasma concentrations are less than 10 μM are not included. 1 Calorie = 1 kcal.
puzzling because the amino acid sequence of *Drosophila* INDY showed significant similarity to only the amino acid sequences of these two mammalian transporters known at that time. This raised a question as to whether there was a mammalian counterpart of *Drosophila* INDY that had not been identified yet. To answer this question, we undertook a systematic approach to examine the known ESTs (established sequence tags) for their predicted amino acid sequences to see if any of them exhibited similarity to the sequences of NaDC1 or NaDC3 but was not identical with either of them. ESTs are partial sequences of mRNAs; therefore, neither the full-length sequences nor the biological functions of the protein products is known. The rationale for our approach was simple: if we identify an EST in a given species whose predicted amino acid sequence is similar to that of NaDC1 or NaDC3 but not identical with either of these transporters in the same species, the EST would most likely represent a new, not yet characterized, member of the SLC13 family. If such an EST exists in any mammalian species, we should be able to clone the full-length version of the EST and characterize its transport function to determine if its functional features are similar to those of *Drosophila* INDY. We took this unbiased approach to identify the mammalian ortholog of *Drosophila* INDY. This search led to the identification of an EST in rat brain which met all the criteria set forth in the approach. With this EST as the probe, we screened a rat brain cDNA library and cloned the full-length version of the EST. Functional characterization of the clone in heterologous expression systems showed that the full-length cDNA encoded a transporter that was distinct from rat NaDC1 and rat NaDC3 but catalyzed Na⁺-coupled transport of citrate [25].

Unlike NaDC1 and NaDC3 which have a preference for dicarboxylates over the tricarboxylate citrate, the newly identified transporter from rat brain showed a preference for citrate.Dicarboxylates and monocarboxylates interacted with the transporter with much lower affinities. The affinity for succinate for the newly discovered transporter was 6-fold less than that for citrate, and the affinities for other dicarboxylates such as fumarate and α-ketoglutarate were even lower. Stereochemistry seemed to play a critical role in the interaction of citrate with the transporter because isocitrate, which contains the hydroxyl group on a different carbon than in citrate, was not a substrate. This was the first transporter in mammals that functions specifically in the entry of citrate into cells. Based on these functional features, we named the new transporter NaCT (Na⁺-coupled citrate transporter). According to the Human Genome Nomenclature, NaCT is referred to as SLC13A5, the newest member of the SLC13 family. In substrate selectivity, NaCT resembled *Drosophila* INDY. However, NaCT and *Drosophila* INDY differed in Na⁺-dependence and transport mechanism: NaCT is a Na⁺/citrate symporter, whereas *Drosophila* INDY is not only Na⁺-independent but also an exchanger for citrate and other dicarboxylates. As such, NaCT did not function exactly identical with *Drosophila* INDY. Nonetheless, among the three transporters for citric-acid cycle intermediates identified thus far in mammals, NaCT was the closest to *Drosophila* INDY in terms of transport function. Since no transporter other than NaCT has been identified till this day in mammals that is functionally closer to *Drosophila* INDY, NaCT has been widely accepted as the de facto mammalian ortholog of *Drosophila* INDY (mINDY). It is interesting to note, however, that *Drosophila* INDY does not show any preferential similarity/identity with mammalian INDY in amino acid sequence; the similarity/identity of the amino acid sequence of *Drosophila* INDY is similar for all three dicarboxylate/tricarboxylate transporters in mammals (Figure 1). This is not surprising given the fact that the functional features of *Drosophila* INDY bear no great resemblance to those of the mammalian transporters except for the substrate specificity.

Based on northern blot data with rat tissues, NaCT is expressed at the highest level in the liver and testes and at a much lower level in the brain, the tissue from which the transporter was originally cloned [25]. Other tissues showed evidence of little or no expression. The subcellular localization of NaCT in the liver is of interest and importance, particularly with regard to its recognition as mINDY. NaCT is expressed exclusively in the sinusoidal (basolateral) membrane of the hepatocytes in rat liver [26], which means that NaCT functions to deliver citrate and other citric-acid cycle intermediates from the circulation into hepatocytes. It is important to note that *Drosophila* INDY is expressed in cells of fat body, the tissue analogous to liver in mammals, thus suggesting a similar physiological function for NaCT in rat and INDY in *Drosophila*. Liver is a unique organ capable of carrying out most of the biochemical pathways related to catabolism and anabolism. It can modulate the rate of energy-consuming anabolic pathways and energy-generating catabolic pathways as needed under conditions of caloric deficiency (i.e. starvation) or caloric sufficiency (i.e. fed state). Therefore, the fact that liver is the major site of NaCT expression can be taken as supporting evidence for NaCT being the mammalian ortholog of *Drosophila* INDY because of the connection of partial deficiency of INDY to the state of caloric restriction.
Since the original identification of rat NaCT, the mouse and human orthologs were cloned and functionally characterized [27,28]. As in rat, the mouse and human NaCTs are also expressed primarily in the liver and testes, with significant expression detectable in brain. The substrate selectivity and the obligate requirement for Na\(^{+}\) are also the same as with rat NaCT. The transport mode of NaCT in all three species involves an electrogenic mechanism with the transport process associated with membrane depolarization. Since then, the transporter has been cloned from several other species (rabbit, dog, monkey, chimpanzee, zebrafish, and *C. elegans*) [29]. Interestingly, the transporter is Na\(^{+}\)-coupled and electrogenic even in *C. elegans*, a feature that distinguishes it from *Drosophila* INDY. In mammals, the requirement for Na\(^{+}\) is obligatory for NaCT function; no other monovalent cation (K\(^{+}\), H\(^{+}\), or Li\(^{+}\)) could support the transport function in the total absence of Na\(^{+}\). There is no involvement of any anion (e.g. Cl\(^{-}\)) in NaCT-mediated transport process.

### Species-specific differences in functional features of NaCT in mammals

One of the most notable differences in the functional features of rodent (mouse or rat) and human NaCTs is in the affinity for citrate. When expressed ectopically in human retinal pigment epithelial cells, rat [25] and mouse [27] NaCTs exhibit a Michaelis constant for citrate in the range of 20–40 \(\mu\)M. With the same expression system and identical experimental conditions for uptake measurement, human NaCT shows a Michaelis constant of \(\sim 650 \mu\)M [28]. This represents a 15–30 fold difference in substrate affinity. Interestingly, the corresponding value for the constitutively expressed NaCT in human liver cell line HepG2 is even higher, in the low millimolar range (\(\sim 5 \text{mM}\)) [26]. Whether the observed difference in substrate affinity for human NaCT between transient expression and constitutive expression is also true for the rodent NaCTs is not known because there are no published reports on substrate affinity for constitutively expressed mouse NaCT or rat NaCT. The reasons for the difference in substrate affinity between transiently expressed human NaCT and constitutively expressed human NaCT are also not known. These findings nonetheless show that rodent NaCTs are high-affinity/low capacity transporters, whereas human NaCT is a low-affinity/high-capacity transporter. We contend that this difference between human NaCT and rodent NaCTs in citrate affinity is of physiologic significance, given that the physiologic concentration of citrate in circulation is in the range of 150–200 \(\mu\)M. With Michaelis constant at 20–40 \(\mu\)M, mouse and rat NaCTs are expected to be almost totally saturated, meaning that their ability to mediate the entry of citrate from the blood into cells will not vary much despite significant physiological or pathological fluctuations in citrate levels in the blood. In contrast, with a Michaelis constant of 650–5,000 \(\mu\)M, human NaCT is not saturated with citrate under physiologic conditions. This means that the ability of human NaCT to mediate the entry of citrate from the blood into cells will vary proportionately with changes in circulating levels of citrate. With the values for Michaelis constant and maximal velocity deduced from the heterologous expression system in mammalian cells, we calculated that the amount of citrate delivered into cells via mouse NaCT is only \(\sim 5\%\) of the corresponding value for human NaCT at physiologic concentrations of citrate found blood.

A second important difference between the rodent NaCTs and human NaCT is in the impact of lithium on their transport function. The mammalian Na\(^{+}\)/dicarboxylate cotransporters NaDC1 and NaDC3 are obligatorily dependent on Na\(^{+}\) for their transport function [7,8]. Na\(^{+}\) cannot be substituted by Li\(^{+}\) to support their transport function. However, in the presence of Na\(^{+}\), the transport functions of NaDC1 and NaDC3 are inhibited by Li\(^{+}\) [30,31]. Since the Na\(^{+}\)/dicarboxylate stoichiometry for both these transporters is 3:1, at least one of the three Na\(^{+}\)-binding sites might interact with Li\(^{+}\). However, it is not clear why Li\(^{+}\) would interfere with the transport function if it substitutes for Na\(^{+}\). The interaction of Li\(^{+}\) with these two transporters seems to be complex because one of the mutants of NaDC1, but not the wild type NaDC1, is actually stimulated by Li\(^{+}\) in the presence of Na\(^{+}\) [32]. The observed inhibition of NaDC1 by Li\(^{+}\) has clinical significance. Urinary excretion of dicarboxylates is increased in patients undergoing lithium therapy for psychiatric disorders [33]. Since NaDC1 plays a major role in the reabsorption of filtered dicarboxylates in the kidney [34], the inhibition of this transporter by Li\(^{+}\) offers a molecular mechanism for this clinical finding [35]. Because of these published reports on the inhibition of Na\(^{+}\)/dicarboxylate cotransporters by Li\(^{+}\), we asked whether NaCT, a closely related member of the same family, behaves in a similar manner with regard to Li\(^{+}\) inhibition. Unexpectedly, our experiments showed that human NaCT is not inhibited, but actually activated markedly, by Li\(^{+}\) in the presence of Na\(^{+}\) [36]. Subsequent studies showed a surprising species difference in this phenomenon; only primate NaCTs (monkey, chimpanzee, and human) are activated by Li\(^{+}\), whereas NaCTs from non-primates (mouse, rat, rabbit, and dog)
are inhibited by Li⁺ [29]. The Li⁺-induced activation of primate NaCTs involves a marked increase in citrate affinity, meaning that Li⁺ converts the primate NaCTs from a low-affinity/high-capacity type into a high-affinity/low-capacity type [36]. Interestingly, one particular amino acid in human NaCT, namely F500, is an important determinant of substrate affinity [36]. Substitution of Phe at this position with Leu does exactly what Li⁺ does, i.e. converting the low-affinity/high-capacity transporter into a high-affinity/low-capacity transporter. This is accompanied with loss of sensitivity to Li⁺-dependent activation [36]. The stimulation of human NaCT by Li⁺ can provide a mechanistic explanation for the dyslipidemia and weight gain experienced by patients undergoing lithium therapy [37,38]. The therapeutically relevant concentration of Li⁺ in circulation is 1.5–2 mM, a concentration that elicits a two-to-three fold increase in the transport activity of human NaCT [29,36]. Since human NaCT is expressed in the sinusoidal membrane of hepatocytes [26], Li⁺ stimulation can increase intracellular citrate levels, which can be subsequently shuttled towards the synthesis of fatty acids and generation of low-density lipoproteins. The experimental evidence as a proof-of-concept comes from studies with the human liver cell line HepG2 which showed Li⁺-induced enhancement in the incorporation of extracellular citrate into cellular lipids [36]. Based on this stark difference in the effect of Li⁺ on the transport function of NaCT between primates and non-primates, it is obvious that mice or rats cannot be used as animal models to interrogate in vivo the connection between lithium therapy and dyslipidemia observed in humans.

**Structural differences between murine and human NaCTs based on modeling approach**

At the protein level, mouse NaCT and human NaCT exhibit fairly high similarity and identity in amino acid sequence (Figure 1). Therefore, it is surprising to note such marked differences in functional features between the two species. Analysis of the primary structure of both proteins using the PredictProtein server [39,40] reveals a very similar topology; both proteins possess 11 transmembrane domains, with the amino terminus facing the cytoplasmic side and the carboxy terminus facing the exoplasmic side. In addition, both proteins contain two hairpin loops which are hydrophobic and reside within the lipid bilayer; one faces inward towards the cytoplasm and present between transmembrane domains 4 and 5 while the other faces outward towards the exoplasmic side and present between transmembrane domains 9 and 10. Despite this similarity, the observed functional differences indicate that the two proteins most likely have differences in the active site responsible for the binding of citrate and Na⁺ because this is where the observed differences reside, namely the affinity for citrate and the effect of Li⁺. If the two proteins differ in amino acid residues at the active site that are involved in the binding of citrate and Li⁺, that could explain the functional differences. For this, we need information on the crystal structure of the proteins to deduce the three-dimensional layout of the substrate (citrate/Na⁺)-binding site. Unfortunately, neither mouse NaCT nor human NaCT has been crystallized and structural features elucidated. The closest relative whose crystal structure is known at present is the bacterial Na⁺/dicarboxylate cotransporter VcINDY [41]. Ironically, even though this bacterial transporter is called INDY, it is capable of transporting only dicarboxylates; citrate is not a transportable substrate [42]. In this respect, the bacterial transporter is more similar to NaDC1 and NaDC3 than to *Drosophila* INDY or mammalian INDY. Recognizing this deficiency, a human variant of VcINDY was generated, crystallized, and structural features elucidated [43]. In this human variant, the amino acids found in the substrate-binding site of VcINDY were replaced with amino acids found in the corresponding positions of human NaCT. This is the closest model template available at present to predict the amino acid residues involved in the binding of citrate and Na⁺ in mouse and human NaCTs. Recently, we performed homology modeling of mouse and human NaCTs using the humanized variant of VcINDY as the template to provide a structural basis for the functional differences in NaCT between the two species [44,45]. This modeling approach, though not perfect, did predict the presence of a greater number of amino acid residues in mouse NaCT than in human NaCT that interact with citrate and stabilize its binding at the active site. This could explain, at least to some extent, the ~30-fold higher affinity of mouse NaCT for citrate compared with human NaCT. As mentioned in a previous section, phenylalanine at position 500 in human NaCT seems to play a critical role in Li⁺ binding and consequent activation of the transport function. The homology modeling approach does predict the presence of this particular amino acid residue in the substrate-binding site. Nonetheless, many caveats exist in this modeling because the analysis is solely based on the structure of a distantly related bacterial transporter. Definitive conclusions as to the exact molecular basis for the differences in functional features between mouse NaCT and human NaCT must wait for the availability of the structural information for NaCT in a mammalian species.
Hormonal and pharmacologic regulation of NaCT expression

Given the importance of citrate in cellular metabolism, both in the cytoplasm and in the mitochondria, several studies have focused on the regulation of NaCT expression and function and on the signaling pathways involved therein. Understandably, the liver is the principal tissue investigated in these studies because of its role as the master metabolic organ. The glucogenic/hyperglycemic hormone glucagon is a positive regulator of NaCT expression in the liver [46]. The molecular mechanism involved in this process is the canonical cAMP signaling pathway. Glucagon interacts with its cell-surface receptor to increase intracellular cAMP levels in hepatocytes, which then binds and activates the transcription factor cAMP-responsive element-binding protein (CREBP). The binding of CREBP to the promoter of NaCT gene is facilitated in liver cells upon exposure to glucagon. These findings have also been corroborated with animal studies where experimentally induced diabetes enhances NaCT expression in liver via CREBP [46]. The induction of NaCT in the liver by glucagon or diabetes makes perfect metabolic sense. Glucagon influences multiple metabolic pathways in hepatocytes, and one of the final outcomes of this process is an increased hepatic output of glucose into the blood. Citrate in the cytoplasm functions as an inhibitor of glycolysis and a stimulator of gluconeogenesis (Figure 2). Therefore, the induction of NaCT by glucagon would increase intracellular levels of citrate in liver cells, which would subsequently inhibit glucose breakdown and facilitate glucose synthesis from non-carbohydrate precursors. Collectively, this would increase the hepatic output of glucose into the circulation. Similarly, diabetes is associated with an increased glucagon/insulin ratio, thus involving glucagon-induced NaCT expression in increased release of glucose from the liver into the blood, thus contributing to hyperglycemia seen in diabetes. A related phenomenon is the recent finding in our laboratory that the anti-diabetic drug metformin suppresses the expression of NaCT in liver cells [47]. One of the metabolic pathways targeted for inhibition by metformin is gluconeogenesis. This occurs via multiple mechanisms [48], and our studies have identified the suppression of

**Figure 2. Involvement of citrate in multiple biochemical pathways in the liver.**

PFK-1, phosphofructokinase-1; F1,6-BPase, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase; ACLY, ATP:citrate lyase; ACC, acetyl-CoA carboxylase; IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase; ME, malic enzyme; CPT, carnitine palmitoyl transferase; PDH, pyruvate dehydrogenase; PC, pyruvate carboxylase; CS, citrate synthase; MDH, malate dehydrogenase; β-ox, β-oxidation; CIC, citrate carrier; TCA cycle, tricarboxylic acid cycle; IMM, inner mitochondrial membrane. Only the inner mitochondrial membrane is depicted for the mitochondria. CPT1 is associated with the outer mitochondrial membrane, whereas CPT2 is associated with the inner mitochondrial membrane. All other enzymes shown within the mitochondria, except for the succinate dehydrogenase associated with the TCA cycle, are present in the matrix.
NaCT expression as one of these mechanisms. The signaling pathway for the metformin-induced silencing of NaCT expression involves activation of AMPK, which in turn inhibits mTORC1 and CREBP.

Further studies using human and rat primary liver cells have shown that the nuclear receptor PXR (pregnane X receptor) and AhR (arylhydrocarbon receptor) regulate NaCT expression [49,50]. Rifampicin activates PXR, which then induces the expression of NaCT by transcriptional activation; this results in lipid accumulation in hepatocytes [49]. Similarly, the benzo[a]pyrene activates AhR, which then dimerizes with ARNT, translocates into the nucleus, and causes transcriptional induction of NaCT [50]. These findings are relevant to non-alcoholic fatty liver induced by cigarette smoking and western diets (e.g. barbecued and fried meats) because these conditions increase the exposure to benzo[a]pyrene, which activates AhR and enhance fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis in liver, thus contributing to fatty liver. Similarly, inflammatory cytokines associated with obesity promote the development of non-alcoholic fatty liver. Accordingly, IL-6 released from adipocytes induces NaCT in the liver [51]. Activation of IL-6 receptor leads to phosphorylation and consequent nuclear translocation of the transcription factor STAT3, which then leads to transcriptional induction of NaCT.

Taken collectively, the findings on the regulation of NaCT expression in the liver underline the important role of this transporter in hepatic metabolism, primarily related to carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. Increased expression and activity of NaCT in the liver essentially means increased glucose production and increased fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis. Such changes in hepatic metabolism would promote insulin resistance, diabetes, obesity, and metabolic syndrome. On the other hand, decreased expression and activity of NaCT in the liver would mean decreased risk for the afore-mentioned metabolic disorders.

**Metabolic and biologic phenotype of Slc13a5 (NaCT)-null mice**

The original publication that reported on the discovery of INDY in *Drosophila* described the biologic consequences of INDY deficiency on the organism [12]. The phenotype of the organism with a partial deficiency of INDY mimics the physiologic condition of caloric restriction and reflects alterations in metabolic pathways that are advantageous to the overall health of the organism [12,18,52,53]. INDY deficiency doubles the lifespan without compromising fertility and physical activity. This metabolic phenotype is mostly related to the changes in biochemical pathways associated with citrate and other intermediates of the citric-acid cycle caused by INDY deficiency in fat body, oenocytes, and a subset of cells in the midgut, all of which are associated with the uptake, utilization and storage of nutrients [18]. The liver carries out similar functions in mammals, and this is where NaCT/Slc13a5, the mammalian INDY, is expressed the most; an organ equivalent to fat body in *Drosophila*. Therefore, it was of interest to determine the consequences of NaCT deficiency in mammalian organisms. Towards this goal, Birkenfeld et al. [54] generated Slc13a5-null mice and assessed the consequences. Homozygous deletion of Slc13a5 in mice was compatible with life, and there was no indication of any effect on reproductive capability. Uptake of circulating citrate into the liver was reduced significantly in Slc13a5-null mice. Most importantly, the null mice were resistant to diet-induced obesity and diabetes. Analysis of hepatocytes from the null mice showed an increase in mitochondrial density as well as several genes related to the electron transport chain, citric-acid cycle, and oxidative phosphorylation. The hepatic sterol regulatory element-binding protein (SREBP)-1c, a lipogenic master regulator, was decreased. In addition, there was the reduced generation of ATP and increased levels of AMP with consequent activation of AMPK, which promoted mitochondrial biogenesis, insulin sensitivity, and fatty acid oxidation. Activated AMPK does affect several metabolic pathways, primarily facilitating catabolic reactions, and blocking anabolic reactions. Slc13a5-null mice on a high-fat diet showed a 90% decrease in the incorporation of circulating citrate into intracellular sterols and fatty acids in the liver. Oil-Red-O staining and electron microscopy of liver sections of the null mice also showed a marked reduction in triglycerides and diacylglycerol. In addition, fasting blood glucose was lower, the glucose tolerance test revealed improved clearance of blood glucose, endogenous glucose production was reduced in the null mice. Essentially similar results were obtained in mice when Slc13a5 was silenced by other means such as RNAi [55] and antisense oligonucleotides [56].

An interesting and important difference between *Drosophila* and mice was readily detectable in terms of the consequences of INDY deficiency. In *Drosophila*, only heterozygous deletion of INDY elicited beneficial effects. Homozygous deletion produced detrimental effects on the organism; though the effects were small, they were significant. In contrast, heterozygous mice for Slc13a5 deletion were similar to wild type mice, and no
protection against diet-induced obesity or diabetes was observed in mice with the deletion of one copy of the Slc13a5 gene. Only when both copies were deleted, the beneficial consequences became noticeable.

**Biology of NaCT in liver and its connection to metabolic pathways, steatosis, and cancer**

The liver is a master metabolic organ capable of almost every biochemical pathway known to exist in mammals. Citrate is a pivotal metabolite which is at the intersection of most of these pathways, including glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, fatty acid synthesis, fatty acid oxidation, cholesterol synthesis, citric-acid cycle, post-translational modification, and redox homeostasis (Figure 2). These are the pathways that are intimately related to diabetes, obesity, insulin resistance/sensitivity, and metabolic syndrome. Interestingly, the involvement of citrate in all of these pathways, except for citric-acid cycle, occurs mostly in the cytoplasm; thus making cytoplasmic levels of citrate as the major determinant of changes in these pathways influenced by citrate. It is widely thought that cytoplasmic citrate arises solely from its transfer from the mitochondrial matrix via the citrate carrier (CIC) present in the inner mitochondrial membrane. This mitochondrial transporter, known as CIC or SLC25A1, belongs to the SLC25 family, which functions as an exchanger for citrate and malate [57]. Citrate is generated within the mitochondrial matrix from acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate via citrate synthase, which initiates the citric-acid cycle. However, when citrate production by this pathway exceeds its utilization in the citric-acid cycle, it is transported out of the mitochondria into the cytoplasm via SLC25A1 in exchange for cytoplasmic malate. Once citrate enters the cytoplasm, it can participate in the aforementioned metabolic pathways. This is the mechanism by which excess carbohydrate gets converted into fat where glycolysis metabolizes glucose into pyruvate, and pyruvate enters the mitochondria for subsequent sequential conversion into acetyl-CoA and citrate. Then, citrate comes out of the mitochondria into the cytoplasm for subsequent conversion into fatty acids. Thus, the entire biochemistry of cytoplasmic citrate centered around its mitochondrial origin. The potential participation of blood-borne citrate in this process was never considered. The discovery of the plasma membrane citrate transporter NaCT/SLC13A5, which is expressed at the highest level in the liver and mediates the active transport of citrate from the circulation into hepatocytes, represents an important paradigm shift in the biology of citrate in the liver. Given that the plasma levels of citrate are in the range of 150–200 μM [58,59], SLC13A5 has the ability to impact on the cytoplasmic concentration of citrate in liver cells to a significant extent. Based on the plasma concentration and the caloric value, the energy content of citrate in circulation in humans is second only to that of lactate (Table 2). However, lactate is used for energy by almost every tissue in the body because of the ubiquitous expression of the monocarboxylate transporters (MCT1–MCT4), whereas all the energy in citrate is available only for selective tissues (e.g. liver) that express SLC13A5.

The role of cytoplasmic citrate in influencing various metabolic pathways in liver can be summarized as follows (Figure 2). Citrate is a potent inhibitor of glycolysis because it is an allosteric inhibitor of the rate-limiting enzyme phosphofructokinase-1, and at the same time it is also a stimulator of gluconeogenesis because fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase is activated by citrate allosterically. Citrate is broken down to acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate by the enzyme ATP: citrate lyase (ACLY); acetyl CoA serves as the building block for the synthesis of fatty acids and cholesterol while oxaloacetate either gets into gluconeogenesis via phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase or gets converted to malate for the subsequent generation of NADPH by malic enzyme. Acetyl-CoA is not only the carbon source for fatty acid/cholesterol synthesis but also an allosteric activator of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, which catalyzes the first step in the conversion of acetyl-CoA into fatty acids and cholesterol. Malonyl-CoA generated by acetyl-CoA carboxylase not only feeds into fatty acid synthesis but also blocks the entry of long-chain fatty acids into mitochondria by inhibiting carnitine palmitoyl transferase-1, thus inhibiting the oxidation of fatty acids which occurs within the mitochondrial matrix. In addition, acetyl CoA in the cytoplasm is obligatory for the post-translational acetylation of proteins and enzymes, which has a far-ranging potential in influencing a variety of cellular processes. Citrate in the cytoplasm can also be converted into isocitrate by cytoplasmic aconitase; isocitrate is then subjected to reactions mediated by cytoplasmic isocitrate dehydrogenases 1 and 2, which generate NADPH. Cytoplasmic NADPH serves two important purposes; first, it provides reducing equivalents for the synthesis of fatty acids and cholesterol, and second, it protects cells from oxidative stress by serving as a coenzyme for glutathione reductase. NADPH could also provide electrons for the conversion of molecular oxygen into the reactive oxygen species superoxide via NADPH oxidase under certain conditions. Since the citrate transporter SLC25A1 in the inner mitochondrial membrane is an exchanger, cytoplasmic citrate could also enter the mitochondrial matrix, depending on the concentration gradient for
citrate across the inner mitochondrial membrane, to feed into the citric-acid cycle, which will increase ATP production and decrease AMP, consequently increasing the energy content of the cell and at the same time decreasing the activity of the regulatory enzyme AMPK.

A recently published report by Hu et al. [60] focused on comparative proteomic analysis in HepG2 cells with and without SLC13A5 knockdown. Approximately 300 proteins showed significant changes (up-regulation and down-regulation) between the two groups. Interestingly, the most prominent change was found in the ketogenic enzyme HMG-CoA lyase, which breaks down 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA into acetoacetate and acetyl-CoA. In accordance with this proteomic data, the cellular levels of the ketone bodies acetoacetate and β-hydroxybutyrate were found to be increased SLC13A5-knockdown cells. These findings are interesting because hepatic ketogenesis is a hallmark of caloric restriction. When the caloric intake is restricted as in fasting and starvation, blood glucose levels go down and the liver begins to oxidize fatty acids via β-oxidation, thus generating increased amounts of acetyl-CoA within the mitochondria. A portion of acetyl-CoA thus generated enters the citric-acid cycle to generate energy while the remaining portion is used to generate ketone bodies to serve as an energy source, alternative to glucose, for tissues such as the heart, skeletal muscle, kidney, and brain. This phenomenon is particularly important for the maintenance of neuronal function when glucose availability becomes limited.

In summary, the function of NaCT/SLC13A5 in the liver is linked to increased synthesis of fatty acids and cholesterol, decreased fatty acid oxidation, decreased glucose breakdown, increased glucose production, increased ketogenesis, and increased ATP/AMP ratio. These metabolic changes provide the molecular basis for the dyslipidemia, obesity, diabetes, and metabolic syndrome observed in Slc13a5-null mice. It is, therefore, understandable as to why Slc13a5 deficiency protects against obesity, fatty liver, and diabetes. Interestingly, the same biochemical pathways also play a critical role in cancer. Cancer cells have an obligatory need to synthesize fatty acids and cholesterol to support membrane biogenesis and increase ATP/AMP ratio to promote anabolism for macromolecular synthesis. Accordingly, the expression of NaCT/SLC13A5 is increased in hepatocellular carcinoma, and silencing of the transporter in liver cancer cells suppress their proliferation [61,62]. Similarly, blocking the activity of ACLY, which channels cytoplasmic citrate into fatty acid/cholesterol synthesis, induces growth arrest and apoptosis and decreases tumor growth in preclinical model systems [63–65].

There is also some emerging evidence indicating a role for citrate in iron homeostasis. The liver is the principal site for the production of the iron-regulatory hormone hepcidin, and citrate and the activity of NaCT/SLC13A5 which increases the cellular levels of citrate induce the expression of this hormone [66]. While hepcidin is expected to reduce the circulating levels of iron, it will increase cellular levels of iron by blocking the function of the iron exporter ferroportin (SLC40A1) [67]. It is also of interest to note that the cytoplasmic enzyme aconitase (ACO1), which converts citrate into isocitrate, is also an iron-regulatory protein. When iron levels are low in the cell, this protein functions as IRP-1 (iron-regulatory protein-1), which binds to the iron-responsive elements (IREs) in the 5’-untranslated regions (UTR) of the mRNAs coding for proteins involved in iron storage (ferritin), heme synthesis (δ-aminolevulinate synthetase-2) and erythropoiesis (hypoxia-inducible factor-2α) [68]. The binding of IRP-1 to IREs in the 5’-UTR of these mRNAs suppresses translation. When cellular iron levels are high, it increases the biogenesis of Fe-S clusters that are needed for aconitase to function as an enzyme in converting citrate into isocitrate. Citrate itself is a potent iron chelator, and non-transferrin-bound iron in circulation exists mostly in the form of citrate-iron chelate [69]. This citrate-iron connection might be of importance not only for iron homeostasis under physiologic conditions but also for cancer. Excess iron is a promoter of cancer, and cancer cells reprogram iron-regulatory pathways to accumulate iron to support their growth [70]. This is evident from the increased incidence of liver cancer in patients with hemochromatosis, a genetic disease of iron overload [71]. In fact, the connection between excess iron and cancer could go beyond the liver as our recent studies have demonstrated the connection between hemochromatosis and colon cancer in preclinical mouse models [72]. The publicly available TCGA (the cancer genome atlas) database indicates that SLC13A5 is also up-regulated several fold in pancreatic adenocarcinoma and that the expression levels have a negative correlation with patient survival. A unique feature of SLC13A5 that is of direct relevance to cancer is the marked activation of this transporter by acidic pH [29]. In this regard, H⁺ does exactly what Li⁺ does; at least one of the Na⁺-binding sites must have a higher affinity for H⁺ than for Na⁺. That is how acidic pH is able to activate the transport function of SLC13A5. The connection of this functional feature to cancer comes from the fact that the tumor microenvironment is acidic, this creating an inwardly directly H⁺ gradient across the plasma membrane of tumor cells. This transmembrane H⁺ gradient might energize the uptake of citrate from blood into tumor cells, thus driving anabolic pathways and supporting cell proliferation. The possible connection of SLC13A5 to cancer might also be of special relevance to
metastatic cancer that grows in bone because citrate is present in abundance in this tissue. When the metastatic cancer grows within the bone, it leads to osteolysis; then, the cancer cells have direct access to citrate released from bone mineral.

**Biology of NaCT in brain and its connection to epilepsy, encephalopathy, and cognitive function**

Even though NaCT was first cloned from brain, very little information was available until recently on the biological consequences of NaCT deficiency in terms of neuronal function. Since deletion of Slc13a5 in mice resulted in beneficial effects, most of which are due to changes in metabolic pathways in the liver, the question arises as to the impact of Slc13a5 deficiency on brain function. But, surprisingly there were no readily discernable signs of compromised brain function in Slc13a5-null mice [54]. Nonetheless, it is important to emphasize the fact that NaCT mRNA is expressed in several regions of the brain [25] and NaCT protein is present exclusively in neurons [73]. The first indication that NaCT does play a role in the brain came from a recent report by Henke et al. [74]. This study showed that Slc13a5-null mice had an increased propensity for epileptic seizures and increased excitability in hippocampal neurons upon administration of pro-epileptic agents such as pentyleneetrazol. Proteomic analysis of the hippocampal neurons of Slc13a5-null showed a decrease in proteins associated with the synthesis, release, reuptake, and degradation of the neurotransmitters GABA and serotonin. Metabolic pathways related to the electron transport chain, Complex I biogenesis, oxidative phosphorylation, and lipid metabolism were also disrupted. This phenotype was accompanied with an increase in extracellular citrate in cerebrospinal fluid, implying that the loss of cellular uptake of citrate due to Slc13a5 deletion underlies this phenotype.

The functions of citrate in neurons are very different from those in the liver. Most of the metabolic pathways in which citrate participates in the liver are not operational in neurons. This includes synthesis of fatty acids and cholesterol, fatty acid oxidation, ketogenesis, and gluconeogenesis. Citrate does, however, play an essential role in neurons in energy production via the citric-acid cycle, an important function considering the fact that neuronal activity relies heavily on ATP generated in oxidative metabolism. The other pathways involved in the generation of NADPH for the maintenance of the cellular antioxidant machinery and in acetyl-CoA-dependent post-translational modification are most likely operative in neurons as in the liver (Figure 2). A more important role of citrate in neurons is in the synthesis of the neurotransmitters acetylcholine, glutamate and GABA (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Involvement of citrate in the synthesis of neurotransmitters in neurons.](image-url)
Choline acetyltransferase, which synthesizes acetylcholine from acetyl-CoA and choline is a cytoplasmic enzyme. Therefore, cytoplasmic citrate is necessary for this pathway because it is the sole source of acetyl-CoA outside the mitochondria. Citrate could also be converted into glutamate and GABA (Figure 3). All these three neurotransmitters are critical for neuronal function with control over numerous physiological functions, and disruption of their synthesis could lead to a wide spectrum of diseases. Cholinergic neurons are critical for motor control and for memory and cognitive function. Glutamatergic neurons are excitatory and also play a role in memory and cognition. GABAergic neurons are inhibitory. An imbalance in acetylcholine, glutamate, and GABA could be etiologic in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy, loss of muscle coordination, and delayed development of brain functions. Given this wide range of possible involvement of citrate in physiological and pathological processes, it is surprising that Slc13a5-null mice do not exhibit more serious neurological symptoms except for the decreased threshold for pharmacologically induced seizures reported recently [74].

Some of the detrimental consequences of NaCT deficiency predicted from the known functions of citrate in multiple metabolic pathways in neurons are probably mitigated to some extent by the metabolic reprogramming that occurs in the liver in the absence of the transporter. The most prominent change observed in the liver of Slc13a5-null mice is enhanced ketogenesis [54,60]. The metabolic phenotype of the liver in Slc13a5-null mice is similar to that under conditions of caloric restriction or ketogenic diet, with elevated levels of the ketone body β-hydroxybutyrate in circulation. This metabolite is readily available to the brain. β-Hydroxybutyrate has multiple functions, the most recognized among them being its role as the energy source. Even though glucose is the preferred energy substrate for the neurons, ketone bodies are readily used by these cells when glucose availability becomes limited as in starvation. Relatively less recognized, but biologically important nonetheless, functions of β-hydroxybutyrate include inhibition of class I and III histone deacetylases [75,76] and activation of the G-protein-coupled receptor GPR109A (also known as hydroxyxycarboxylic acid receptor 2 or HCA2) [77,78]. It has been well established that ketogenic diet protects against epilepsy [76], and the provision of β-hydroxybutyrate to neurons as an energy substrate under this dietary condition is at least partly responsible for this beneficial therapeutic effect. Similarly, pharmacologic activation of GPR109A has been shown to protect neuronal death in pathological conditions [79]. Related to this phenomenon is the recent report on the impaired cognitive function in aged Slc5a8-knockout mice, which was ascribed to decreased availability of β-hydroxybutyrate to neurons [80]. Studies from our laboratory have established a role for the transporter SLC5A8 in Na\(^+\)-coupled uptake of β-hydroxybutyrate into neurons [81]. SLC5A8 has a similar role in facilitating reabsorption of β-hydroxybutyrate from the tubular filtrate. Therefore, deletion of Slc5a8 in mice leads to increased urinary loss of this important energy-rich metabolite, thus eventually compromising neuronal function. Corroborating this line of thinking with regard to the potential beneficial implications of enhanced ketogenesis in Slc13a5-null mice, a recent study by Wang et al. [82] demonstrated increased hippocampal neurogenesis and dendritic spine formation in dentate granule cells in these null mice, which were associated with enhanced memory performance. This process appeared to be mediated by increased expression of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). The connection between these findings and β-hydroxybutyrate becomes obvious from other studies that show the induction of BDNF expression in cortical and hippocampal neurons by β-hydroxybutyrate-mediated inhibition of histone deacetylases [83]. This is further supported by ample evidence in the literature demonstrating the positive effects of caloric restriction on memory and cognitive function [84–86].

Consequences of SLC13A5 deficiency in humans: early infantile epileptic encephalopathy-25 (EIEE25)

Neither Drosophila nor mouse as model organisms provided any indication that Slc13a5/mINDY deficiency is deleterious to brain function. In the former, heterozygous deletion of the \(\text{Indy}\) gene proved to be biologically beneficial in terms of lifespan, whereas in the latter homozygous deletion of Slc13a5 resulted in an advantageous phenotype with resistance to diet-induced obesity and diabetes. To date, the only detrimental effect observed in Slc13a5-null mice is the increased susceptibility to chemically induced epilepsy. In stark contrast with these findings, Thevenon et al. [87] reported on the first and genetically inheritable case of SLC13A5 deficiency in humans which was associated with severe neuronal dysfunction. The condition is characterized by early onset of epilepsy within the first 24 h of life, which persists at least throughout childhood. Since this original report in 2014, more than 60 families with affected children have been reported in the literature. This is an autosomal recessive disease with the discernable clinical phenotype seen only in homozygous or compound
heterozygous mutations in SLC13A5 with a loss of transport function. Carriers of these mutations appear normal. There are several genetic diseases with the overlapping clinical presentation of neonatal epilepsy and encephalopathy, collectively called EIEE (early infantile epileptic encephalopathy) or DEE (developmental epileptic encephalopathy), and the disease caused by loss-of-function mutations in SLC13A5 is designated EIEE25/DEE25. To date, there have been 10 reports in the literature describing different mutations that cause EIEE25 and the associated metabolic, biochemical, and clinical phenotype [88–97]. There is also a non-profit Foundation, called TESS (treatments for epilepsy and symptoms of SLC13A5) Foundation, which maintains a diligent record of patient families, details of the individual mutations, summary of clinical presentations associated with specific mutations, and updated information on related publications (https://www.tessresearch.org). The details of the disease can also be obtained from another publicly available database, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (https://www.omim.org). The first and readily noticeable clinical feature in patients with SLC13A5 deficiency is the presentation of seizures within the first few days of life. The seizures persist and do not generally respond to generally used anti-epileptic medications. It can be tonic or multifocal type. Ketogenic diet might be of some benefit in controlling the seizures, and the severity and frequency of seizures generally tend to improve with age. Other symptoms include microcephaly, delayed myelination, abnormal electroencephalogram, severe expressive language delay, weak muscle tone (hypotonia), lack of motor control (ataxia) and peripheral hypertonia, subtle changes in the white matter in the brain with evidence of gliosis, and a distinctive tooth phenotype (hypodontia, delayed eruption, defective enamel, yellow discoloration). The biochemical findings include increased levels of citrate in blood and cerebrospinal fluid, as expected from the defective SLC13A5-mediated uptake of citrate into liver cells and neurons. The mechanistic connection between SLC13A5 deficiency and neuronal dysfunction as well as the clinical hallmarks of the disease have been recently reviewed [98,99]. Since the clinical presentation overlaps among different types of EIEE, it is challenging to make specific diagnosis of SLC13A5 involvement in patients presenting with seizures in early neonatal period without any information on genetic testing. However, delayed development of teeth might represent a specific hallmark of EIEE25 because of the special role of citrate in the formation of tooth enamel (see below). It is, therefore, potentially feasible to use this phenotype in the differential diagnosis of SLC13A5 deficiency [100].

It is interesting to note that almost the entire focus of research on SLC13A5 mutations in humans centers on the biology of the transporter in the brain. Nothing is known on the potential impact of these mutations on the liver function where the transporter is expressed the most. It is understandable that the neurological complications in EIEE25 are so severe that studies related to this aspect naturally take precedence. It is nonetheless necessary to point out the stark difference in the biological outcome of NaCT deficiency in mice versus humans. The primary biological phenotype in Slc13a5-null mice is related to the beneficial effects of changes that occur in the liver due to Slc13a5 deficiency; if there are neurological consequences in these null mice, they seem to be negligible or minor. In contrast, the major outcome in humans due to the loss of function in SLC13A5 is the neurological dysfunction. What happens to the biochemical pathways in the liver in patients with EIEE25 is not known and still remains to be investigated.

**Disease-causing mutations in human SLC13A5**

To date, 41 different disease-causing mutations in SLC13A5 have been reported in a total of 104 patients [44; https://www.tessresearch.org]. Boys and girls are equally affected. Disease arises either from the inheritance of the same loss-of-function mutations on both copies of the chromosome (homozygosity) or from the inheritance of two different loss-of-function mutations, one on each copy of the chromosome (compound heterozygosity). Of the 41 mutations, 8 of them result in either no protein or a truncated protein. The remaining 33 mutations result in single-amino acid substitutions. Interestingly, these disease-causing mutations are not concentrated in any specific topological region of the transporter protein; they are distributed throughout the protein. The most predominant mutation (23 out of 104 patients) is Gly219Arg, which is located in the 5th transmembrane domain. The other top four predominant mutations are Thr227Met (transmembrane domain 5), Arg333ter, Ser427Leu (transmembrane domain 9), and Leu488Pro (transmembrane domain 10). Recently, we proposed a new classification of these mutations based on the predicted structural consequences: Class I contains mutations that affect the binding of substrates to the transporter (e.g. Thr227Met, Thr142M); Class II mutations are located in the scaffold domain of the transporter that is needed for proper folding and hence for proper trafficking of the protein to the plasma membrane (e.g. Gly219Arg, Ser427Leu), and Class III mutations cause the defective synthesis of the protein or premature stop codons. It is of interest to note that the most predominant mutation, Gly219Arg, belongs to the group of trafficking defect mutations. This is important because
in theory, it should be possible to promote the trafficking of such mutant proteins to the plasma membrane and restore the transport function as has been successfully shown for certain specific mutants of the cystic fibrosis gene CFTR [101]. It is, therefore, worthwhile to investigate if effective pharmacoperones can be developed to correct the disease-causing trafficking defects in SLC13A5. It also remains to be seen whether this can be achieved with non-specific chaperones such as phenylbutyrate or target-specific chaperones need to be developed for the purpose.

**NaCT in bone mineralization and tooth enamalization: relevance to bone- and tooth-related clinical consequences of NaCT deficiency in humans**

EIEE25 patients show characteristic tooth development defects, such as hypodontia, teeth hypoplasia, widely spaced teeth, gingival hyperplasia, and amelogenesis imperfecta [100]. The Slc13a5-null mice show similar deficits in tooth development, including the absence of mature enamel, aberrant enamel matrix, and fragile teeth with predisposition to tooth abscesses [91]. The teeth of the null mice also show a decrease in bone mineral density and impaired bone formation as well as decreased growth and shorter body length [91]. In some respect, these features are not totally surprising given that citrate is essential for the formation of bone and teeth and that ∼70% of citrate in the body resides in these two tissues [102,103]. Specifically, citrate is essential for the formation and stabilization of apatite crystals in bone. The exact mechanism by which citrate accumulates in bone and teeth remains controversial. It has been proposed that citrate in bone-forming osteoblasts arise almost entirely from within the cell due to truncation of the citric-acid cycle rather than via uptake from blood [104]. In contrast, other studies using transcriptome profiling have provided evidence of NaCT expression in bone [105,106]. Similarly, studies by Pemberton et al. [107] and Hsu et al. [108] using microarray gene expression have shown up-regulation of NaCT during tooth development in mice. Furthermore, citrate transport via increased expression of NaCT supports the differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells into osteoblasts for proper bone development [109]. Together, these findings demonstrate the importance of NaCT in proper bone and teeth development. It is, therefore, not surprising that NaCT deficiency results in impaired bone and teeth formation in humans and mice.

Both in osteoblasts which are involved in bone formation and mineralization (Figure 4) and in ameloblasts which are involved in tooth enamalization (Figure 5), the actual function of citrate in chelating calcium and forming the mineral is in the extracellular space. Accordingly, osteoblasts and ameloblasts are polarized cells with their basolateral membrane facing the blood side and the apical membrane facing the side of mineral formation. Both cell types express NaCT, but the exact location of the transporter has not been investigated. We predict that NaCT is expressed on the basolateral membrane in these two cell types, thus capable of transporting citrate from blood into cells. This blood-borne citrate along with endogenously generated citrate are transferred across the apical membrane to the opposite side where it chelates calcium to form the mineral or enamel. Since NaCT is a Na+-coupled active transporter for citrate, its postulated presence in the basolateral membrane makes physiologic sense because it will facilitate the entry of citrate into the cell. The question then arises as to the identity of the transport mechanism in the apical membrane that is responsible for the release of citrate from these cells onto the other side. The most likely candidate responsible for this process is the ANKH protein, which has been recently shown to function as a citrate transporter, releasing citrate from cells to the extracellular medium [110]. Interestingly, loss-of-function mutations or deletions of this transporter show severe defects in bone development, known as ankylosing spondylitis, both in humans and in mice [111,112]. Based on these findings, we propose a model for the vectorial transfer of citrate across osteoblasts (Figure 4) and ameloblasts (Figure 5) from blood to the side of mineralization and enamalization, respectively, with the polarized distribution of NaCT and ANKH.

**Small-molecule inhibitors of NaCT**

Even though the biological consequences of NaCT deficiency seem to be different in mice versus humans, it is safe to conclude that the loss of the transporter function has differential impact on the brain and the liver. Based on the evidence from Slc13a5-null mice and EIEE25 patients, the impact on the brain is detrimental, whereas the impact on the liver is beneficial. It has to be noted that the beneficial consequences of NaCT loss in the liver became known from Slc13a5-null mice several years before the negative influence of NaCT loss on neuronal function became evident from EIEE25 patients. This fueled research to identify inhibitors of NaCT
Figure 4. Potential role of NaCT/SLC13A5 in osteoblasts in bone mineralization.
ANKH, human ankylosis gene product.

Figure 5. Potential role of NaCT/SLC13A5 in ameloblasts in tooth enamalization.
Ameloblasts differentiate from primordial cells, first into a secretory epithelium type, then to a differentiated epithelium type, and finally to a reduced enamel epithelium type (from left to right). We postulate that the vectorial transfer of citrate from blood-side to the enaml side occurs in differentiated ameloblasts. ANKH, humna ankylosis gene product. The figure was adapted and modified from ref. [120].
with the idea that such inhibitors could have therapeutic potential in the prevention/treatment of metabolic diseases such as diabetes and obesity and also in the extension of healthy lifespan by blocking the function of the transporter in the liver [113–117].

The first generation of NaCT inhibitors was developed using the Docking module of Molecular Operating Environment [113]. This model used a 3D structure of NaCT deduced from a homology modeling of LeuT, a bacterial amino acid transporter. Obviously, this was not an ideal template for structural analysis of NaCT because LeuT transports amino acids and NaCT transports carboxylate anions, and there is no homology in amino acid sequence between the two transporters. In fact, LeuT bears structural resemblance to neurotransmitter transporters in the SLC6 family, whereas NaCT belongs to the SLC13 family. But, the structure of LeuT was the best option available at that time because there was no information on the structure of any other transporter more closely related to NaCT. Despite the flaw in the suitability of the template, the search yielded two compounds, identified as 39396 and 4180643, which inhibited human NaCT in a noncompetitive manner with $K_i$ values of 0.34 mM and 0.30 mM, respectively [113]. Subsequently, the inhibitor PF-06649298 was developed by Pfizer using virtual searches for structural similarities with citrate [114–116]. Studies with human NaCT showed that PF-06649298 was a potent inhibitor with an $IC_{50}$ value of 0.4–10 μM. PF-06649298 has no species selectivity and inhibits both mouse and human NaCTs. Further modifications to PF-06649298 allowed for a four-fold increase in the inhibitor potency for human NaCT [117]. Interestingly, the inhibitory potency was higher for PF-06649298 and its derivative PF-06761281 with increasing citrate concentrations. The results indicated that PF-06649298 and PF-06761281 were allosteric inhibitors whose interaction with NaCT depends on the state of the transporter with regard to citrate binding [115]. Administration of PF-06649298 to mice showed a decrease in hepatic intracellular citrate and plasma glucose levels, and an increase in insulin sensitivity [114]. This pharmacological outcome of the inhibitor was as expected from the inhibition of NaCT in the liver. Recently, a new molecule, identified as BI01383298, has been shown as a highly potent inhibitor of human NaCT with an $IC_{50}$ of 25–60 nM, which is significantly more potent than PF-06649298. Interestingly, this new compound inhibits only human NaCT and has no effect on mouse NaCT. Moreover, unlike the Pfizer compounds, BI0138328 has no structural resemblance to citrate. This information on BI01383298 is available only from the Structural Genomics Consortium, a public-private partnership that supports the discovery of new medicines through open-access research. To the best of our knowledge, there was no published report on this inhibitor. We have recently characterized the inhibition of human NaCT by BI01383298 in detail [45]. Our studies were able to corroborate the inhibitory features and the species specificity of this inhibitor available at the Structural Genomics Consortium. But our studies have also unveiled an interesting aspect of this inhibitor which was not known before. The inhibition of human NaCT by BI01383298 is irreversible. This represents the first irreversible blocker of NaCT. This feature, combined with the specificity and nanomolar affinity of the inhibitor for human NaCT, makes BI01383298 unique for future investigations to evaluate the biology of NaCT and its potential as a pharmacologic target in humans.

The small molecules described above inhibit the function of SLC13A5 by acting at the transporter protein level. The biological consequences of inhibiting the transport function could also be achieved by pharmacologically suppressing the expression of the transporter. Most studies on the regulation of NaCT expression, primarily in the liver, focused on the signaling pathways involved in the up-regulation of the transporter expression; this includes pathways involving cAMP, AhR, and PXR [46,48–51]. However, since it is the suppression of NaCT activity in the liver that produces biologically beneficial effects, identification of signaling pathways that silence the expression of the transporter in the liver might have therapeutic relevance. In this regard, our recent studies with the anti-diabetic drug metformin might be of interest [47].

**NaCT as a therapeutic target: potential beneficial and detrimental effects of NaCT inhibitors and the relevance of blood-brain barrier to the phenomenon**

Pharmacologic blockade of NaCT in the liver results in reprogramming of metabolic pathways that mimic caloric restriction and consequently reduce the risk of diet-induced obesity, diabetes, and metabolic syndrome. Findings from long-lived Indy mutant *Drosophila* [21] and *Slc13a5-null mice* [118] have provided strong convincing evidence in support of this idea. There are no data from EIEE25 patients which support or repudiate the possible beneficial effects of NaCT deficiency on the metabolic phenotype of the liver. The biological consequences of NaCT deficiency in the brain are diagonally opposite of what happens in the liver. Loss of function
of NaCT in humans cause EIEE25 associated with severe neurological dysfunction. This detrimental brain phenotype is not readily apparent in Slc13a5-null mice. The marked differences in the functional features of human NaCT and mouse NaCT might explain as to why the biochemical and biological consequences differ between Slc13a5-null mice and EIEE25 patients [44,98]. Mouse NaCT (Slc13a5) functions as a high-affinity/low-capacity transporter for citrate, whereas human NaCT (SLC13A5) functions as a low-affinity/high-capacity transporter for citrate. This means that the amount of citrate that enters cells via NaCT-mediated transport markedly varies in humans versus mice. We have estimated that, at physiological concentrations of citrate in circulation, the amount of citrate transported by mouse NaCT is only ~5% of the amount of citrate transported by human NaCT [44]. We have also attempted to provide a structural basis for these functional differences between mouse and human NaCTs [44]. Notwithstanding this plausible explanation, the fact remains indisputable that the manifestations of NaCT deficiency are different between mice and humans. This raises doubts as to the rationality of using mice as an animal model to study what NaCT does in humans. Nonetheless, it seems fairly convincing that pharmacologic blockade of NaCT produces beneficial effects in the liver but detrimental effects in the brain. But, it is possible, at least in theory, to develop NaCT inhibitors that function only in the periphery and do not enter the brain across the blood–brain barrier. If this can be achieved, such agents would cause NaCT deficiency only in the liver, thereby eliciting primarily the beneficial effects. Several inhibitors of NaCT have been identified, but whether or not these inhibitors cross the blood–brain barrier has not been determined. The issue of potential transfer across the blood–brain barrier needs to be addressed for any NaCT inhibitor/blocker prior to assessing its potential as a therapeutic agent for the prevention or treatment of diet-induced obesity and diabetes. Thus, the ability of any NaCT inhibitor to get across the blood–brain barrier would be the overriding criterion to differentiate between the ‘good’ consequences of NaCT blockade in the liver and the ‘evil’ consequences of NaCT blockade in the brain.

**Perspectives and conclusions**

One of the caveats in this hypothetical ‘good’ versus ‘evil’ outcome of pharmacological use of NaCT inhibitors is that the severe disease-related phenotype of NaCT deficiency in the brain arises in EIEE25 patients with the loss of the transporter function at the time of conception. What will happen if the transporter function is compromised with pharmacologic agents in adults well after the brain development is mostly completed? There is no information available addressing this question. Furthermore, the magnitude of NaCT deficiency in the brain induced by pharmacologic agents in a dose-dependent manner could be a game changer in this phenomenon. EIEE25 patients have almost complete absence of the transporter function, and that too from their fetal life during early neuronal development. The clinical outcome might not be the same if the deficiency is only partial as is evident from the recessive nature of this disease. Heterozygous carriers of loss-of-function mutations in SLC13A5 do not have any clinical phenotype. Therefore, the ‘beneficial’ versus the ‘detrimental’ effects of NaCT inhibitors in adults might be variable depending on the dosage of the inhibitor. This raises another interesting and important issue. What if carriers with an already existing partial deficiency of the transporter are exposed to pharmacologic agents that further compromise the transport function? Recently, we reported a case of a heterozygous carrier for a loss-of-function mutation in SLC13A5 who developed seizures only when exposed to metformin, valproic acid, and starvation [119]. We found the clinical phenotype of this individual very interesting because our studies have previously found that metformin silences the expression of NaCT in the human liver cell line HepG2 [47]. This raises the possibility that heterozygous carriers of NaCT mutations might be at risk of developing at least some of the symptoms of EIEE25 if the activity of the transporter from the normal allele is compromised with drugs (pharmaco-synergistic heterozygosity).

This also brings up the issue of potential age-related changes in the expression and activity of NaCT in the brain. What if aging decreases the expression and activity of NaCT in the brain? What would such changes mean to heterozygous carriers of loss-of-function mutations in NaCT? This is particularly important considering the possibility that NaCT-mediated delivery of citrate into neurons might be critical for the synthesis of the critical neurotransmitters acetylcholine, glutamate, and GABA. Age-related decline in neuronal function and plasticity is related, at least to some extent, to age-dependent changes in the levels of these neurotransmitters. Since the heterozygous carriers of SLC13A5 mutations already have a partial deficiency in transporter expression, any further decline in the transporter activity due to age-dependent decrease in the expression/activity of the transporter from the normal allele could have clinical consequences. Further research is needed to address these caveats and questions.
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